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California 

blackouts 

1 million homes and 

businesses, 5 days. 

Root issue: PG&E extractive 

ownership. 



Extractive ownership vs. 
Democratic ownership 
Investor owned Community owned 

San Diego Municipal 
Utility District: Its regions 
saw no blackouts. Known 
to have more reliable 
service and lower rates. 
Mission: serve customers. 
 

PG&E: Negligence 
sparked  Camp Fire, 
killing 85. This $17 bil. 
company spent billions 
buying back its stock. 
Mission: Maximize profits. 
 



System structure is the source  
of system behavior.  
Enterprise structure includes 
ownership, purpose, governance. 



Property equals economic power 

Thomas Piketty writes: Every society has a: 

• Political regime 

• Property regime 

 

Economic power lies in property: The right to own 

and control wealth, and to extract more wealth.  

 

Ownership is held today in capital markets. This is 

where gains are extracted. Corporate governance 

organized to serve this purpose.  



Integral to the shift to a 
resilient, regenerative 

economy is a redesign of 
ownership in all its forms. 

. 
From ownership by and 

for the few to democratic 
ownership for the many.  



Next Generation 
Enterprise 

As part of its reorganization to take our work to 
scale, The Democracy Collaborative is working for 

“next generation enterprise” of many kinds – 
employee ownership, public ownership, commons 
ownership, cooperatives, B Corporations, a public 
option for pharmaceuticals, innovative enterprise 

financing, and more. 



Evergreen Cooperatives:  
Started 2009 by Cleveland 
Foundation and TDC 
 

The three Evergreen Cooperatives of 
Cleveland were created to hire the 
disadvantaged, do green development, model 
the role of anchor institutions. 
• Green City Growers 
• Evergreen Energy Solutions 
• Evergreen Cooperative Laundry 

 
Employ 240.  
About 40% formerly incarcerated.  
Living wage.  
Profit sharing 2017: $4,000.  
Program to help employees buy homes. 
 

 



Capital strategy:  
Fund for Employee 
Ownership 
• Launched Nov. 2018; has raised 

$13 million. Had existing loan 

fund at Evergreen; FEO is 

located within it. Shift from 

startups to conversions. 

 

• Concessionary PE approach: 

buy, hold, convert, support 

enterprises. Exit to worker 

ownership via Evergreen 

network.  

Brett Jones of Evergreen 

Business Services, one of 

founders of FEO. 

Focus is quality jobs NE 

Ohio. After proof of 

concept, may go national. 

1st acquisition March 2020. 



Work with Soros on Guidelines for 
Employee Ownership Conversions  

• Guidelines for Shared Value 

Creation in Employee 

Ownership Transitions – 
created with Soros family 

office, in consultation with 

dozens of leaders in the field.  

Unveiled at employee 

ownership convening, 

Rutgers University. 

Panel at Social Capital 

Markets conference.  



Next generation 
enterprise research  
and convening 
• 2019 research on 50 employee-

owned B Corps. 80% named 

“Best for the World” by B Lab. 
 

• We convened these 

companies – purpose-driven, 

employee-owned companies. 

 

• Unprecedented 22 founders 

and CEOs in the room.   
70 business leaders, April 

2019 at NYU Stern School 

of Business.  



Ownership work 
in policy: a public 
option for pharma 
• Our policy team in 2019 

published “Medicine for All: 
The Case for a Public Option in 

the Pharmaceutical Industry,” 
outlining draft policy. 

• We now aiding #LowerDrug 

PricesNow coalition advance 

polices based on the paper. 

• Published in Journal of Law, 

Medicine, Ethics with 2 

Harvard physicians.  

Design session at Open 

Society Foundations, NYC, 

Feb. 2020, with 20 doctors, 

legal scholars, economists, 

patient advocates, 

campaigners, defining 

further pathways forward.  



This work is about more 
than small firms and 
ideas. It’s about 
prototypes of enterprise 
design for a new era. 



We need to re-imagine companies as living systems, 
human communities, part of the larger living system 
of the earth – not pieces of property, producing 
earnings like ball bearings off an assembly line.   



Structure is purpose expressed  
through design. 


